Geography Home Learning

Here are your home learning activities for our UK capital cities topic. You can choose to do as many as
you like—there is no set amount.
Your work should be beautifully presented and in your own words, you should not just copy and paste
from the internet. If you think of something different to those that are listed, check with me and you
could do that instead. All home learning should be brought into school on a Monday. It is optional and
will earn you house point rewards.

City Seeker: Where have you been?
Write down some cities you may have
been to. What can you remember about
them?

Research: Find out some facts about
Cogenhoe. What can you find out?
Interview someone you know from the
village and ask what they know.

Create a famous UK landmark:
Make a 3D model of famous UK
landmark such as: The Angel of the
North, 02 Arena, Blackpool Tower, BT
Tower

Quiz: Create a fun quiz either on PowerPoint or
in a leaflet for your friends to complete.

Flying the flag: Create a flag for Cogenhoe.
Look at different flags from around the world.
What will your flag include?

Puzzles: Can you make a crossword or word
search related to our topic?

Storytime: Write an idea for a story which
is set in a city. Think about stories you may
have read where the character lives in a
city, like Gorilla. You include illustrations
too.

Discover the wildlife in a city: Research what
wildlife you might find in a city. Choose one animal
or creature to write about and draw a picture of.

Challenge: Poster Creator: Create a
poster to encourage people to visit
Edinburgh, Cardiff, Belfast or London.
Write a sentence on the poster that will
want to make people visit the city.
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